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edSeed STUDENT CONTRACT
This contract is issued on [__/__ /____], between edSeed a project of the VIP.fund and student
named below and referred to in the contract as student:
Student Name:
Address:
email address:
Phone number:
The student agrees to the terms, and rules listed below, confirms reading and understanding
the edSeed frequently asked questions and confirms committing to the edSeed training.

Terms for the crowdfunding engagement:
1. Training:
a. Commits to training and training logistics
b. Attend meetings twice a week with the edSeed student onboarding team
c. Completes feedback forms on the training and process
2. Campaigning on edSeed:
a. Provides accurate information for university contacts (Financial Contact &
Student Advisor)
b. Complete your profile and provide photos and videos to support the campaign
c. Update the edSeed onboarding team with any changes to your status during the
campaign process
d. Provide regular updates to your profile and the edSeed social media channels
e. Promote your campaign on your social media channels
3. Support other students:
a. Share other edSeed student campaigns on social media channels
b. Promote other student profiles and updates on social media channels
c. Endorse other students from your training group
4. Payment Terms
a. Provide full educational institution payment details (Contact in financial
department, transfer details)
b. Payment will be processed within a month of completing the campaign period
c. Minimum campaign funding is $100
d. Funds will be distributed minus the transaction fees (credit card, edSeed, bank
fees not to exceed 8%)
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e. Any funds below $100 will be retained in the student account for
a period of 6 months enabling the student to reactivate the campaign. Beyond
the 6 month period, the funds will be directed to other students with similar
demographics supported by the same educational institution (scholarship
foundation or University).
5. If the student does not adhere to one or several of the above terms during the
engagement process, edSeed will distribute funds to another student on the platform.

Permission to Use Photographs:
I grant to edSeed and the VIP.fund, its representatives and employees to use my pictures in
connection with the above-identified subject. I authorize edSeed and the VIP.fund , its assigns
and transferees to copyright, use and publish the same in print and/or electronically.
I agree that the VIP.fund may use such photographs of me with or without my name and for any
lawful purpose, including for example such purposes as publicity, illustration, advertising, and
Web content.

I have read and understood the above:

Signature _________________________________

Printed name ______________________________

Date _____________________________________
Signature, parent or guardian _______________________ (if under age 18)
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